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Propagation Channels for mmWave Vehicular Communications:

State-of-the-art and Future Research Directions

Furqan Jameel, Shurjeel Wyne, Syed Junaid Nawaz, and Zheng Chang

Abstract

Vehicular communications essentially support automotive applications for safety and infotainment. For this

reason, industry leaders envision an enhanced role of vehicular communications in the fifth generation of mobile

communications technology. Over the years, the number of vehicle-mounted sensors has increased steadily, which

potentially leads to more volume of critical data communications in a short time. Also, emerging applications such as

remote/autonomous driving and infotainment such as high-definition movie streaming require data-rates on the order

of multiple Gbit/s. Such high data-rates require a large system bandwidth, but very limited bandwidth is available

in the sub-6 GHz cellular bands. This has sparked research interest in the millimeter wave (mmWave) band (10

GHz-300 GHz), where a large bandwidth is available to support the high data-rate and low-latency communications

envisioned for emerging vehicular applications. However, leveraging mmWave communications requires a thorough

understanding of the relevant vehicular propagation channels, which are significantly different from those investigated

below 6 GHz. Despite their significance, very few investigations of mmWave vehicular channels are reported in the

literature. This work highlights the key attributes of mmWave vehicular communication channels and surveys the

recent literature on channel characterization efforts in order to provide a gap analysis and propose possible directions

for future research.

Index Terms

Propagation channel, mmWave communications, automotive environment.

I. INTRODUCTION

Vehicular communication networks have been extensively investigated to realize the concept of intelligent trans-

portation systems (ITS). Such systems are motivated by the need to enhance safety through collision avoidance,

provide driver-assistance through cruise-control and parking assistance, and alleviate traffic congestion [1]. For these

reasons, vehicular communications constitute an important use-case of the fifth generation of mobile communications

networks and many applications requiring high data-rate and low-latency transmission are planned [1]. Traditionally,

vehicular communications have been supported by the dedicated short-range communication (DSRC) standard,

which can ideally support up to 27 Mbit/s data-rates within a distance of 1 km. However, with the introduction of

data-intensive automotive sensors such as laser imaging detection and ranging (LIDAR), visual/infrared cameras,

and emerging infotainment applications the vehicular communications will be required to support Gbit/s data-rates.

Such high rates require a large system bandwidth but very limited bandwidth is available in the cellular bands below

6 GHz. These facts have motivated massive research interest in the millimeter wave (mmWave) frequency band (10

GHz-300 GHz) that has available large bandwidth to support high data-rate and low-latency transmissions. Table

I shows some advantages of mmWave communications over the DSRC solutions like ITS-G5/DSRC and IEEE

802.11p/DSRC [2].

The mmWave band has been adopted for consumer electronics, e.g., in the 60 GHz unlicensed band the IEEE

802.11ad standard for wireless local area networks supports up to 7 Gbit/s data-rates. For the automotive industry

the use of mmWave has been limited to automotive radars only. However, mmWave vehicular communications

can potentially enable new applications of road safety and infotainment. For instance, one vehicle can share road

information with neighboring vehicles in real-time to reveal sharp curves and objects through low-latency vehicle-

to-vehicle (V2V) links. The vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) links can be used to gather information from the vehicles

and forward it to some central traffic controller for congestion-free traffic regulation. The infrastructure can assist

vehicle navigation by streaming high definition (HD) maps and live images of the streets through high data-rate

low-latency mmWave links. The mmWave V2I links can also provide high speed internet to passing vehicles, which

can then use intra-vehicle mmWave communications to broadcast the received data to its passengers. Some use

scenarios are depicted in Fig. 1 and for further details see [2] and references therein.
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TABLE I: Access technologies for vehicular networks [2].

Parameters IEEE

802.11p/DSRC,

ITS-G5/DSRC

LTE-A MmWave

systems

Frequency

Band

5.85-5.925

GHz

450 MHz -

4.99 GHz

28, 38, 60

GHz

Channel

Bandwidth

10 MHz Up to 100 MHz 100 MHz -

2.16 GHz

Bit Rate 3-27 Mbps Up to 1 Gbps Up to 7

Gbps

Latency ≤ 10 ms 100-200 ms ≤ 10ms

Mobility

Support

≤ 130 km/h ≤ 350 km/h ≤ 100

km/h

Internet service providers

Automotive Industry

Transportation Conrollers 

Sharing Raw 
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3D Mapping 

and Navigation

Data Collection for 

Cloud Processing
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Data from Vehicles
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Fig. 1: Illustration of various applications of mmWave vehicular communications.
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The mmWave propagation channels are significantly different from microwave channels because of the smaller

signal wavelengths. The free-space pathloss varies inversely with the squared wavelength, which implies that

mmWave signals experience more attenuation and therefore a reduced transmission range. Furthermore, objects like

the human body and vehicles become large in comparison with the wavelength that leads to increased scattering.

Also, mmWave signals suffer a high penetration loss when passing through common materials, which leads to

frequent signal blockage and antenna placement on the vehicles becomes a design challenge due to this frequent

blockage. Finally, the rapid temporal channel fluctuations caused by the vehicle mobility poses design challenges.

However, despite the recent research interest in mmWave vehicular networks, only a few authors have focused on the

underlying propagation channel [1]. This shortcoming is addressed in this survey, which has its main contributions

listed as follows:

• Identification of the key attributes of mmWave vehicular communication channels

• Discussion of the interplay between mmWave channel characteristics and vehicular network design

• Survey of recent mmWave vehicular channel investigations to provide a gap analysis and some recommenda-

tions for future measurements and analysis

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the key attributes of mmWave vehicular

channels are described. In Section III, we discuss the impact of channel characterization on mmWave vehicular

network design. Section IV provides a survey of the state-of-the-art in mmWave vehicular channel characterization.

Section V gives a taxonomy of the mmWave vehicular channels and provides some recommendations for future

measurement and analysis. Finally the paper is concluded in Section VI.

II. KEY CHARACTERISTICS OF MMWAVE CHANNELS: A VEHICULAR COMMUNICATIONS PERSPECTIVE

As shown in Fig. 2, mmWave vehicular links may experience a variety of channel conditions. For instance, a

V2V signal may get blocked by a truck, but the gap between the truck and road surface may act as a waveguide. In

addition, the V2V/V2I signals may be obstructed by adjacent buildings. Due to these reasons, line-of-sight (LOS)

communications is difficult to maintain for the communicating vehicles. An appropriate channel model must account

for the key attributes of mmWave vehicular channels, which are elaborated below.

A. Pathloss and blockage

Pathloss refers to the distance-dependent attenuation of the received power. The Friis free-space equation reveals

that the pathloss increases by 29 dB when the carrier frequency increases from 2 GHz to 60 GHz, using omnidirec-

tional antennas. The mmWave signals also suffer high material penetration loss and poor diffraction capability; the

inability of mmWaves to penetrate through urban canyon buildings has motivated the use of Manhattan distance-

based pathloss models, discussed in Sec IV-A. Also, for vehicles moving on the innermost fast-lanes of a highway,

the LOS to the serving base station (BS) at roadside may get blocked frequently by larger vehicles such as trucks

moving on the outer slow-lanes, which needs to be modeled accurately [2]. Finally, for applications like mmWave

radars for collision-avoidance in LOS scenarios, the grazing ground reflections carry significant power so that

2-ray pathloss modeling can be considered. Though in general, the application of the 2-ray model to vehicular

communications is not straightforward due to frequent LOS blockage [3].

B. Coherence time

The propagation channel’s coherence time is a statistical measure of the channel’s time-rate of variability. It

determines how rapidly the channel state information requires updates for system operation, e.g., re-alignment

of antenna beams. The coherence time is inversely proportional to the channel’s Doppler spread, which in turn

increases linearly with the carrier frequency. Based on Clarke’s model for the Doppler spectrum, one may assert

that mmWave vehicular channels suffer from small values of coherence time. However, the Clarke’s model assumes

multipath components (MPCs) arriving uniformly in azimuth. But mmWave systems typically employ beamforming

with very narrow beamwidths to increase the received signal strength and this directional reception can also reduce

the Doppler spread, which has the desirable effect of increasing the coherence time [4].
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C. Clustering

A cluster is generally defined as a set of MPCs having similar delays, angle-of-arrival (AoA), angle-of-departure

(AoD), and Doppler spread [5]. Modeling the propagation channel in terms of MPC cluster parameters is more

convenient than modeling the individual MPC parameters. Unlike existing cluster models such as the Saleh-Valenzula

model and the WINNER model, the multipath clustering models for mmWave vehicular networks are under-explored.

Owing to the channel sparsity of mmWave links, the models of the angular statistics at lower frequencies cannot be

directly applied to mmWave links. Therefore, an accurate determination of MPC parameters and their cluster-based

modeling requires special attention for mmWave vehicular channels.

D. Spatial stationarity

The assumptions of spatial stationarity and wide-sense stationary uncorrelated scattering are generally used to

determine the MPC parameters like AoA/AoD, delay, and power. However, these assumptions may be violated for

mmWave vehicular communications due to the availability of large bandwidth (up to 2 GHz) and rapid mobility

of vehicles. The node mobility particularly introduces the spatial consistency requirement for accurate channel

modeling, i.e., the need to correctly model the joint channel parameters such as the pathloss at multiple locations

along the mobile’s trajectory [6].

III. IMPACT OF CHANNEL CHARACTERIZATION ON MMWAVE VEHICULAR NETWORK DESIGN

This section highlights the interplay between mmWave channel attributes and reliable vehicular network design.

A. Infrastructure cost of vehicular networks

Conventional models for the infrastructure cost are based on the coverage-to-capacity relationship. The cost to

deploy mmWave BSs everywhere may not be feasible because mmWave links have relatively short communication

range. Such links will most likely be deployed in urban environments or on bridges across highways, whereby

the high vehicle speeds can be compensated by the relatively straight vehicular trajectories. An effective channel

characterization can help in network design by determining appropriate BS placements to increase their coverage

range and the number of simultaneously served vehicles.

B. Antenna location

Vehicles such as personal cars and public transport have different dimensions and mobility dynamics. The

vehicle’s antenna structure and its placement on the vehicle-body heavily impact the channel conditions on the

communication link. While the mmWave band provides large array gains by allowing electrically large arrays in

small physical dimensions, antenna placement is a design challenge due to the increased likelihood of mmWave

signal blockage from the mounting vehicle’s own body or from neighboring vehicles. Accurate mmWave vehicular

channel characterization, considering vehicle-type, can help determine antenna-array design parameters like its form

factor, element numbers, and placement on the vehicle-body. However, automotive companies may have different

preferences for antenna-placement based on their vehicle aesthetics. Therefore, standardization efforts for antenna

structures as well as signal processing techniques and waveform-related parameters require further work [1].

C. Multi-hop communications and routing protocols

For vehicular networks, multi-hop communications and the underlying routing protocols play a key role in reliable

message dissemination. In view of the increased pathloss and blockage probability of mmWave signals relative to

microwave signals, the neighbor-selection procedure and the total hops have a greater impact on the performance

of multi-hop mmWave vehicular networks. As the neighboring vehicle-density and the radio environment can

rapidly vary in vehicular networks, the characterization of mmWave multi-hop channels and their link correlations

is necessary for optimum design of routing protocols for relaying-based mmWave vehicular networks.
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D. Beam-alignment

The mmWave systems typically employ antenna beamforming at transmitter and receiver to overcome the

increased pathloss. However, such directional links require a precise beam-alignment. In case of multiple switched

beams, the appropriate transmit and receive beams need to be sequentially searched through a codebook, which

introduces beam-alignment delay. In particular, the joint effect of the vehicle’s changing travel-directions and narrow

mmWave beams can cause a rapid loss of alignment resulting in link outage. While compressive channel estimation

techniques have been proposed to exploit the mmWave channel sparsity, their overhead is still too high for mobility

scenarios. As mmWave systems will typically coexist with sub-6 GHz networks, the sensor information from

different bands can be utilized for the application of beam-alignment in mmWave vehicular communications [7].

E. Coexistence of mmWave and microwave links

In the near future, mmWave systems are expected to be used in conjunction with sub-6 GHz networks and the

joint scheduling of mmWave and microwave links will be a design issue. For a fixed number of users, the resource

allocation schemes would have to address how the resource allocation over mmWave links will affect the microwave

links and vice versa [8]. In addition, the quality-of-service requirements will dictate whether the services will be

provided either through one of the microwave/mmWave resources or jointly.

IV. STATE-OF-THE-ART OF CHANNEL MODELING FOR MMWAVE VEHICULAR NETWORKS

This section surveys some recent experimental and analytical channel models for mmWave vehicular networks,

which are classified into mainly three categories, viz: V2I channels, Inter-vehicle channels, and Intra-vehicle

channels.

A. V2I channels

The mmWave V2I communications can potentially realize high data-rate low-latency links for different mobile

devices within the network. The mmWave urban vehicular networks, excluding their mobility aspect and lower height

of roadside BSs, bear a close resemblance to the well-explored mmWave urban microcellular (UMi) networks [6].

Both communication systems are characterized by a dense network of streets and high-rise structures wherein the

mmWave signals are attenuated while propagating through street-canyons and diffracting along street corners - these

signals do not penetrate the neighboring buildings, which justifies the use of the link’s Manhattan distance rather

than its Euclidean distance for analyzing the pathloss [9].

In [6] the authors analyzed the suitability of traditional pathloss modeling methods for 28 GHz UMi environment

by using a calibrated ray-tracing data-set for New York City (NYC).1 Their analysis verified that the mmWave

pathloss is non-stationary in that it does not depend solely on the absolute link distance and that by using traditional

pathloss models, the shadowing-variance is over-estimated. They proposed a spatially consistent street-by-street

pathloss model for the 28 GHz UMi environment, which treats the pathloss parameters as random variables modeled

on a street-by-street basis while taking into account the street-orientation. However, these results may also be

corroborated with measurement-based analysis of street-canyon environments in other major cities.

The authors in [9] proposed a Manhattan distance-based pathloss model for mmWave urban V2I communications.

Their model uses the LOS blockage probability as a key parameter for deriving the system’s coverage probability.

Their analysis showed that the Manhattan distance-based pathloss models can have quite different coverage prob-

ability and ergodic capacity compared with those evaluated from Euclidean distance-based pathloss models. Their

results also revealed that the LOS interference from BSs co-located with the serving BS is the dominant factor in

determining the coverage performance and that the non-LOS BSs mostly have an insignificant contribution to the

interference and the association probability. Finally, the authors also showed that the coverage probability levels off

asymptotically in the number of BSs, whereas an increase in the street-intensity for dense BS deployments reduces

the coverage probability but for smaller BS intensities an increase in the street-intensity also increases the coverage

probability. Therefore, only a limited number of BSs need to be deployed in a dense urban street environment.

1The traditional modeling of power-law pathloss summed with log-normal variations considers the pathloss data across multiple streets as

one ensemble to determine model parameters.
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Fig. 2: Typical propagation effects and link types in mmWave vehicular communications.

The efficient design of channel-estimation algorithms requires an accurate characterization of the channel’s

coherence-time, i.e., the time over which the channel can be considered invariant. Though mmWave beamforming

can compensate the pathloss through narrow beamwidths, these pencil-like beams also increase the beam-pointing

errors under mobility. In [4] the authors derived closed-form expressions to describe the channel coherence time as

a function of the beamwidth in the presence of beam-alignment errors and Doppler effect. Their analysis showed

the existence of a non-trivial optimal beamwidth to maximize the coherence time. A narrower beamwidth reduces

the coherence time due to increased beam-pointing errors, whereas a broader-than-optimal beamwidth increases the

Doppler frequency shift, which also reduces the coherence time. This finding is of high significance in the design

of dynamic sub-carrier spacing in multi-carrier communication systems.

Beam-alignment also requires an accurate determination of vehicle location in order to identify the beam-pointing

directions. The authors in [10] developed a position-aided channel model for a realistic performance evaluation of

beam-alignment techniques. Their simulation setup considered a two-lane urban street environment in which the

roads and buildings were made of asphalt and concrete, respectively. A geometric spatial channel model was used

to improve the modeling precision of the MPC statistics that were drawn from a ray-tracing simulator. A long-

term multipath fingerprinting database (which is the inverse of fingerprinting localization) was constructed for dense

traffic conditions. It was demonstrated that the spatial side-information such as the receiver location can be leveraged
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to predict the optimal beam-pair index based on the database of previous beam training results.

B. Inter-vehicle channels

Characterization of inter-vehicle channels is important to ensure reliable communications between the vehicles.

For mmWave V2V links, the channel characteristics such as the total number of MPC clusters and their intra-cluster

scattering determines the channel’s Doppler statistics, which in turn describe the propagation channel’s temporal

variability [11]. The signal scattering is caused by structural discontinuities that can occur on the otherwise smooth

reflecting surface of neighboring vehicles and roadside objects. Also, for V2V communications the channel’s root-

mean-squared (RMS) delay-spread typically reduces for increasing signal frequencies due to the higher attenuation

and scattering at the smaller wavelengths [12].

In [11], the authors proposed a multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) two-ring geometric channel model for

mmWave V2V communications. They characterized the Doppler spectrum, power delay profile (PDP), and time-

frequency correlation function for the considered scenario. The channel model of [11] is generalized in that it can

adapt to different mmWave radio propagation scenarios by tuning the position and number of effective scattering

clusters and the degree of their scattering effect. Their analysis reveals that a small number of scattering clusters

leads to a higher channel correlation. Also, the use of directional antennas, which reduces the Doppler spread,

increases the channel correlation relative to that observed by employing omnidirectional antennas. The authors

propose to deploy directional antennas at both the back- and front-side of vehicles to ensure reliable connections

for safety-critical applications.

In [13], the authors used 79 GHz V2V measurements and stochastic geometry to analyze the interference in 3-lane

highway and urban scenarios. Specifically, they considered the interference caused by vehicles on the side-lanes

to a vehicle traveling on the center-lane. All vehicles were considered to have front- and rear-mounted directional

antennas for communicating with neighboring vehicles. The authors observed that antenna beamwidths less than

20 degrees captured minimal interference from the side-lanes such that interference management schemes were

not required. However, the larger angular coverage achieved by beamwidths greater than 40 degrees also captured

significant interference from the side-lanes, which necessitated the use of interference mitigation schemes for reliable

communications.

In [12], the authors carried out extensive mmWave vehicle-to-everything (V2X) channel measurements in the

cities of NYC and Austin for the 28, 38, 60, and 73 GHz bands. Their measurements revealed larger pathloss

exponents, on average, in NYC than those observed in Austin, due to the higher density of urban structures in

NYC. Furthermore, the pathloss exponent for a given environment was shown to increase with increasing center-

frequency due to the increased scattering at smaller wavelengths. For Austin, a typical less urban city, the propagation

channel’s RMS delay-spread was observed to decrease linearly with increasing link distance. However, for a dense

urban environment like NYC, the RMS delay-spread was observed to be significantly larger due to the presence of

highly reflective urban structures. The mmWave links measured in Austin were observed to have a higher coverage

probability than that of similar links measured in NYC due to an increased signal-blockage probability by the dense

urban structures in NYC. However, mmWave communications were deemed possible at ranges below 200 m in

a majority of the measured links. The authors also proposed pathloss models, based on their measurements, for

several mmWave bands and a unified statistical channel impulse-response model for these mmWave bands.

C. Intra-vehicle channels

The position of communicating nodes in intra-vehicle propagation environments is usually considered to be rela-

tively stationary. However, the impact of vehicle vibrations on the radio link requires a comprehensive investigation.

These vibrations are caused by various physical factors such as engine vibrations (dependent on its temperature,

structure, and revolution-rate), in-vehicle audio entertainment system, and road surface condition. For a typical

5 mm wavelength, these vibrations can cause a severe Doppler spread, which leads to rapid fluctuations of the

received signal envelope and may cause performance degradation of the communication system. In [14], the effect

of vibrations, caused by road conditions and vehicle velocity, on the Doppler spread of the intra-vehile channel

is investigated. The authors recorded 3000 temporal snapshots each of more than 30 channel impulse responses

(CIRs). Their investigations revealed that the mean Doppler spread can reach up to 38 Hz, while the number of

resolvable multipath clusters was observed to be 4. Though some very useful insights were provided in [14], there
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is still a need to conduct more studies to quantify the effect of vehicle vibrations on the Doppler spread of mmWave

intra-vehicle channels for different engine-types.

In [15], a comprehensive measurement-based investigation was conducted to compare intra-vehicle commu-

nications at the microwave (3-11 GHz) and mmWave (55-65 GHz) bands. The microwave measurements were

made with omnidirectional antennas, whereas the mmWave measurements were conducted with directive antennas

pointing towards each other. The channel frequency responses were recorded with a vector network analyzer with

a frequency resolution of 70 MHz. The pathloss was measured to be 36 dB and 52 dB for the 3-11 GHz and 55-65

GHz bands, respectively. However, the pathloss-variance for both bands was observed to be similar and around 20

dB2. The RMS delay-spreads were measured to be 31 ns and 13 ns at 3 and 11 GHz, respectively, whereas RMS

delay-spreads of 24 ns and 10 ns were observed at 55 GHz and 65 GHz, respectively. The delay-spread variance

for the 3-11 GHz band was measured around 10 ns2, which was considerably greater than the 5 ns2 delay-spread

variance observed for the 55-65 GHz band. The authors proposed a piece-wise linear PDP model for both the 3-11

and 55-65 GHz frequency bands. The model’s validity was demonstrated by applying the Kolmogorov-Smirnov

goodness-of-fit test. The 55-65 GHz band was observed to have a higher PDP collinearity than the 3-11 GHz band.

The CIR realizations for a 10×10 antenna grid were averaged to analyze the spatial stationarity and the number of

resolvable MPC clusters in the measured intra-vehicle channels. The number of MPC clusters was observed to be

2 for the 3-11 GHz band and between 3-5 for the 55-65 GHz band, which indicates a more prominent clustering

behavior for the latter.

V. TAXONOMY OF MMWAVE VEHICULAR CHANNELS AND FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Taxonomy

In light of the propagation-related investigations discussed above, a brief taxonomy of mmWave vehicular channels

is illustrated in Fig. 3. The notable approaches for channel modeling are ray-tracing based, measurement-based,

statistical, and geometry-based stochastic channel modeling. Each of these approaches has its own advantages and

limitations.

The geometry-based modeling approach establishes a probabilistic relationship between the spatial positions of the

transmitter, receiver, and scattering objects but lacks in accuracy for modeling a specific propagation environment.

On the other hand, the ray-tracing and measurement-based approaches offer more precision in modeling a specific

propagation scenario but are applicable only to that scenario for which the campaign/simulation is conducted.

The heavy computational requirements of the ray-tracing approach limits its applicability for real-time channel

predictions. Another limitation of ray-tracing, despite the availability of geometry files for some street canyons, is the

difficulty to accurately model the physical aspects such as building material and mobility of objects etc. Therefore,

ray-tracing may be used in an auxiliary role to channel measurements or it can be applied to the scenarios where

long-term channel statistics are required. A few ray-tracing based channel models are reported in the literature for

prediction of angular statistics and dominant clusters in mmWave vehicular communication environments. In the

pure statistical modeling approach, the measured instances of the CIR or its frequency response are used as the

statistical ensemble for extracting statistical parameters such as the RMS delay-spread.

A few geometric channel models have been proposed in the literature for predicting the pathloss under various

mmWave propagation conditions. However, more research efforts can be focused on modeling the channel profile

jointly in the delay and angular domains. The channel measurement campaigns have been mostly conducted in urban

or suburban environments, e.g., the comparative study between the channel statistics in the cities of NYC and Austin.

For the intra-vehicle channel characterization, it may be difficult to perform accurate ray-tracing analysis due to the

difficulty in correctly modeling the variety of materials used in car-interiors. Therefore, measurement campaigns

can be more suitable for in-vehicle propagation channel characterization owing to the small area and relatively

easy installation of transceivers. Further efforts may also be focused on characterizing mmWave propagation

channels for roundabouts, bridges, tunnels, and multi-level highways. In these scenarios, the mmWave vehicular

communications can be suitable for provisioning of cooperative awareness and localization services due to the

availability of reasonable user density and geometric simplicity for modeling these structures.

B. Future research directions

Fig. 4 gives an overview of some future directions for channel modeling of mmWave vehicular links, which are

further elaborated as follows:
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Fig. 3: Taxonomy of mmWave vehicular channels.

• The emerging applications of mmWave vehicular communications require channel models for a wide range

of frequencies between 10 to 300 GHz. Moreover, to investigate the feasibility of multi-band vehicular

communications, the joint propagation characteristics for high- and low-band carrier frequencies may be

studied. Table II lists some environment-based considerations in planning measurement campaigns for mmWave

vehicular links.

• The channel models for mmWave vehicular communications need to address the issue of channel bandwidth

division. It is also anticipated that this increase in bandwidth may support carrier aggregation methods like

multi-band and multi-radio access technology.

• The existing 3GPP 3D channel modeling approaches of WINNERII, WINNER+, and 3GPP TR36.873 may

be evolved to incorporate mmWave vehicular channels to cater to the requirements of future vehicular com-

munication applications. The precise modeling of azimuth and elevation AoA and AoD need to be accounted

for to achieve the required precision in beamforming.

• The design of accurate channel models for mmWave vehicular links may require a hybrid approach combining

measurements, ray-tracing, and geometric modeling. In this context, the research community may benefit by

generous policies for sharing the measurement/ray-tracing data-sets of mmWave vehicular channels.

• The mmWave channel models for vehicular communications must support large-scale antenna arrays, with

different geometries such as linear, planar etc. It is important to mention that the manifold assumption may

not hold for mmWave communications as the bandwidth is a significant fraction of the center-frequency.
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Fig. 4: Future considerations for mmWave vehicular channel modeling.

TABLE II: Key environment considerations for future measurement campaigns.

Measurement

Environ-

ment

Characteristics Key Factors

Mountainous/

Hilly

Terrain,

foliage, soil,

rain

Terrain height-variation and

slope, foliage density and type

(trees/bushes), soil-moisture

and ground-roughness, rain

intensity.

Rural Buildings,

foliage

Building height, type, and

construction-material; foliage

density and type; surface

roughness.

Urban/

Suburban

Buildings, open

area, foliage

Building density, height, type,

and construction-material; road

size; numbers, locations, and

heights of in-band and out-of-

band BSs.

• For high-speed vehicles, the mmWave vehicular channel models need to support vehicle mobility with speeds

up to 250 km/hr. Beam-tracking becomes challenging for inter-vehicle communications owing to the mobility

of both transmitter and receiver. Thus, the future channel models need to consider the variations in travel-

directions of both the transmitting and receiving vehicles for beam-tracking in mmWave vehicular networks.
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• The future mmWave vehicular channel models should have manageable complexity to support multilink

simulations without loss of accuracy.

• The proposed channel models for mmWave vehicular communications must support the rapid transitions

between LOS and non-LOS conditions, which will be required for beam-tracking and radar-aided beam-

alignment in V2I communications.

VI. CONCLUSION

The mmWave band has emerged as a viable solution for high data-rate and low-latency vehicular communications.

However, mmWave vehicular propagation channels are significantly different from those investigated at conventional

cellular bands below 6 GHz. This work has identified key aspects of mmWave vehicular channels and highlighted the

interplay between mmWave vehicular channel characteristics and the network design. A comprehensive review of

the state-of-the-art of mmWave vehicular channel characterization has been presented to identify critical challenges

and research opportunities that merit further investigation to improve the performance of future mmWave vehicular

communication networks.
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